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Sometimes it’s love at first lie.

The first lie I tell Bennett Powell is that everything is fine.
Spoiler alert: it’s not.
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Ellen says

4.5 Stars

I really enjoyed this story. Eva and Ben are two strong characters that balance each other out. They both have
secrets they are trying to keep. Can they help each other through?

Valeen Robertson (Live Thru Books Blog) says

Eva is a mystery Bennett wants to explore from the first glance he takes of her at a mutual friend's party. He
knows instantly that Eva's hiding something, and he's determined to break down her walls. Eva's a mess. She
has deadlines she has yet to meet, and it's stressing her out. She knows she shouldn't be at her friend's party,
rather she should be at home trying to meet her deadlines. But when Bennett so determinedly pursues her,
she can't resist, even though she knows she should be doing other things than entertaining the thought of
being with someone, even if that someone is sexy and sweet and seductive.

I loved reading as Bennett slowly unraveled the mystery of Eva. That these two damaged souls come
together and fit perfectly together is no mystery, though, and their story is passionate and entertaining. I can't
wait for more from Amelia Wilde!

ARC via author for an honest review.

Full review posted on Live Through Books Blog.

Carolyn Spence says

Well, this book started out very light I thought, but our main character Eva, was very stressed on the first
page. Bennett was hooked. He rescued her, with alcohol, but actually that was her choice, not his. He was
still a gentleman though. The story was poignant at times, emotional, sexy and just a feel good book all
around. Both had something that they thought the other would not understand and both were wrong. "I do it
this way because that's the way my father did it, no questions" and the bargaining for words was a brilliant
click. The storm scene was riveting and the overall journey of Eva was wonderful. I've read all the books in
the series, and I also loved this book and do recommend it and the series.

I received this advanced reader's copy in exchange for an honest review.

Dora says



I voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book.

This is an engaging story with lots of passion that is off-the-chart hot and will keep you captivated and glued
to the pages of this fascinating storyline. From the very first page, I was spellbound by these fantastically
described characters that you will find yourself falling in love with. The story about Eva Lipton and Bennett
Powell is scintillating. I laughed at times during the banter between Eva and Bennett. I loved how Amelia
Wilde added the characters from book 2 of Wes and Whitney. Bennett is an alpha male who likes to be in
control and Eva is the lucky recipient of his ministrations. Ben meets Eva at her best friend’s (Whitney)
party, and it is clear that Eva has affected him in ways no other woman has before. I loved how he constantly
pushes against her barriers of insecurities—despite her defiance at times. I was rooting for them throughout
the story. The scenes are well written, fast-paced and flow smoothly from one scene to the next while the
strong charismatic characters draw readers in and refuse to let go. I recommend this book because the story
will pique your interest and draw you in from the beginning.

Louise says

This drew me in and held me spellbound

When this author writes what her heart tells her, rather than what she believes she should be writing, then
what she produces is a masterpiece of a story. That is clearly what happened with  When He Saw Me . The
writing flows smoothly, the characters captivate you immediately and the plot holds your attention through
out.

I really enjoyed this story of two damaged souls who fit together into a wondrous whole. I fell in love with
both Ben and Eva. I totally believed in both them as individuals and also as a couple falling in love. They
had their quirks, their secrets that seemed so massive to them and yet were not that huge. However this
wasn't written in one of those anti-climatic ways, where the author's plot twist was trite and predictable. The
was instead a tool that allowed us to understand their personality and psyche.

Ben is muscled, tall, strong: it takes him no effort to pull me in close and wrap his arm
around my shoulders.
"I'll carry you if I have to."

That last sentence makes me swoon, and it carries so much more meaning than it might first appear.

Reading Addict says

When He Saw Me is the third book in the Wounded Hearts series. I have read them all and this one is
definitely a insta-love story. I recommend reading the prior books in the series because there are characters
that are mentioned from previous books. Whitney is throwing a party and Eva her best friend from childhood
attends. Eva is immediately uncomfortable with the attention from one of the female guests. You see Eva is a
currently famous author but she's having severe writer's block. At the party she meets Whitney's boyfriend
Wes's friend Bennett. Bennett loves a mystery and when he sees this beautiful woman he wants to know



more. He follows her onto the balcony that she escaped to and the story begins. Both of these two have
stories to tell. They are both consumed by other things. Will they be able to work through their personal
issues to have a chance at having what's really important? I'm not telling. When He Saw Me is told from dual
POV and there's a bit of angst, laughs, a couple of tears and lots of heat!

Viper Spaulding says

Terrific love story!

Eva is a writer facing a looming deadline, and Ben is a fact-checker whose persistent curiosity won't let him
leave her alone. Eva's got her secrets, her reasons for not letting anyone close, but Ben steamrolls right over
them to take her - physically and emotionally - to a place where she can focus and find her muse again.

The finely-detailed look at the process of writing a book was a real treat, and it was beautiful to watch Eva
come alive within the protected environment Ben sets up for her. Ben really saw her for who she is inside,
enabling him to offer exactly the right type of support that she needed as she broke through that writer's
block.

The "big secret" reveal didn't quite live up to its hype, but by then we're so in love with Ben and Eva it
hardly matters anymore. I do wish Ben had gotten a little more closure in his own quest for answers, as it just
feels like there's more to that story. Regardless, this is a wonderful insta-love story with plenty of sexy times
and a whole lot of heart. I voluntarily reviewed an ARC of this book.

Stephanie Ditmore says

I voluntarily reviewed an advanced reader copy of this book. I'm so loving this series. I love Eva and
Bennett, two people from different worlds coming together one night at a party. When Ben sees Eva she's
alone and he's intrigued by her, she's a good friend of Whitney's and he's warned to stay away. There is no
way that is going to happen. These two each have their own secrets, terrors, grief and Eva is terrified if her
secret comes out everyone will know what kind of person she is and that can't happen in her book world.
She's a famous writer, how would people perceive her? Bennett is a fact-checker, but has other interests and
he's not one to let anyone in on that secret. As they spend time together, they both begin to open up to each
other, the attraction and chemistry is off the charts smoldering HOT! They are made for each other, they
complete each other in the way they need it, and they are starting to see that, but what happens when
everything is laid bare on the table? No spoilers, this is a must read, loved it and highly recommend it.

Bookbytch5 janet Gray says

OMG Loved it from start to finish, Eva and Bennett's story is one sexy steamy read plus they had instant
attraction which they had the most sizzling chemistry. Want to no how there story plays out well you just
have yo ONE-CLICK NOW to find out. Its a must read.I voluntarily read an Advanced Readers Copy.
Another awesome story Amelia.
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Catlou says

Eva’s in meltdown mode when Ben spots her at a party. He recognizes her immediate problem and reaches
out. Eva surprises herself by accepting Ben’s offer of his assistance. As they grow closer, they slowly reveal
their pasts to each other until one night when everything comes to a head and choices are made whether
hearts will be broken or made whole.

From the very beginning this story grabs your heart, holds you breathless and doesn’t let you go, even at the
end. Your heart will break for the little girl who lost so much, and you will feel the desperation of a son who
is obsessed with knowing what can’t be known. I truly fell in love with this engaging and compelling
romance. It is full of emotions, drama and steamy passion. Be prepared to read it from start to finish because
once you start you will not be able to put it down. I strongly recommend this wonderful story! It’s part of the
Wounded Hearts series and can be read as a standalone, but I highly recommend you read the other stories.
They are just as wonderful.

Leslee says

Ben is driven by the search for knowledge, pursuing the reason why. Why was he in that Humvee, why was
his father so alone? That drive is part of his full time employment and the side project of looking into his
father's past. When he sees Eva at a party, he is so drawn to her. She is a mystery he must solve. Eva is
wound so tight that she is on the brink of shattering. She has a looming deadline that is feeding her anxiety
that feeds her writer's block. She is as drawn to Ben as he is to her. But will his search for answers take him
away and destroy Eva's soul in the process?

Amelia Wilde has the ability to take you straight into the hearts and minds of her characters. Their pain and
joy consume you until you physically can't pull yourself away. Ben was introduced briefly in Before She
Was Mine and we got to know him a little more in After I Was His. I was ecstatic to see him get a story of
his own. Eva is so lonely that you feel it coming off her in waves. But her strength really shines as she takes
a chance and trusts Ben to help her. I always say that the current couple of Ms Wilde's newest book are my
favorites and that is true. That said, Ben and Eva, for all that they go through, will remain at the top of my
list. Five amazing, consuming stars for When He Saw Me!

Amanda Katherine says

Every time I’ve got an Amelia Wilde book waiting for me to sink into, life seems to want to separate us. I
started this then you guessed it life happened, and so I would sneak it into my day every chance I got! Each
time I came back to it, I was sucked in and loved every minute of it. When I got to the end, I was at a loss,
thinking how on earth am I gonna write a review on this?! Ever love a book so much you just can’t put it into
words? This is one of those for me.

Knowing Amelia like I do, this was like an intimate inside look into her life. Eva was Amelia in written



form, and I loved the insight into the life of a writer, struggles and all. Plus, who doesn’t want a man like
Bennett, bribes of food and sex? Count me in! Both of these characters have secrets, not wanting to scare the
other off, they bury them deep and live in the bubble of a small cabin by the lake for the week, both with
looming deadlines to reach they push each other towards an end. One that neither of them see coming till the
thought of not having it shakes them both to their very core. The storm that brews, both inside of them and
that of nature, will have you racing towards the end.

I’ve loved this Wounded Hearts series since I got my hands on Day in Before She Was Mine, then again with
Wes in After I Was His, and now with Bennett in When He Saw Me, I’m not sure I can pick a favorite as
each of them bring out a different side of the war that is brought home from war.

If I could give more than 5-stars for this I would. Can’t wait for what else is in store for these men!

Kim says

When He Saw Me by Amelia Wilde is a great read. This is the third book in the Wounded Hearts series. This
is the story of Eva and Bennett. Bennett is ex-military and trying to find out about his father’s past. Eva is a
writer who is having trouble getting her next book started. Eva believes that she killed her family when she
was 9. Eva and Ben met at a party Eva’s friend Whitney was having. There were sparks between but they
wouldn’t admit it. Will Eva let her past get in the way of her happiness? Will Ben let his research into his
father’s past come between them? Will they get the HEA. You will need to read the book to get the answers.
This was an emotional rollercoaster ride. At points throughout the book I wanted to strangle Eva for her
overthinking things or her waffling back and forth. There were highs and lows, twists and turns, a little
mystery, lots of heat between the characters. I definitely recommended this book.

Jackie D says

Eva & Bennett, what pair! Both broken, and not looking to be saved they existed in their own universes,
living with their truths and beliefs.
The magnetic chemistry that brings Eva and Bennet together is a force to be reckoned with, the only thing
that could possibly break that heated connection is their closely guarded pasts.
Will the secrets, guilt, and an overwhelming need to find all the answers put the breaks on their fast-
blooming relationship?
Well then! Amelia Wilde walked throughout the pages of this book throwing emotions, heat, and wittiness
down like she meant business!
A perfect mixture of fiction and reality, I resonated with the well-developed characters. I appreciated the
intriguing mystery behind it all and of course, the passionate, hotter than the earth's core romance between
them, leaving me with an intense need to read this awesomeness in its entirety in one sitting!
Ms. Wilde's brand of romance is one I enjoy and highly recommend you check out for yourself!

Teresa Lara says

What an amazing beautiful story.Love all the feels from Ben and Evas amazing intense emotional love story




